
ANNOTATION 

TO THE WORKING PROGRAM OF THE DISCIPLINE 

"Culture of the Information Society" 

for specialty  1-36 07 02 

 

 

 

Form of higher education 

Full-time (daytime) 

1- 36 07 02 

  Kurs 2 

  Semester 4 

Lectures, hours 18 

Practical (seminar) classes, 

hours 
16 

Report, semester 4 

Classroom hours per academic 

discipline 
34 

Independent work, hours 38 

Total hours per academic discipline/ credit units  72/2 

 

1. Brief content of the discipline 

The curriculum of the specialized elective module "Culture of the Information Society" is designed to 

prepare students of the first stage of higher education within the modules of special humanitarian 

disciplines. 

Mastering the course "Culture of the Information Society" by students is aimed at mastering knowledge 

about the social significance of culture, about the essence of the processes taking place in the culture of 

the information society, at the formation of knowledge about the processes and main stages of the 

formation and development of the information society in the Republic of Belarus, knowledge and 

operation of concepts related to structural content of information culture 

2. Learning Outcomes 

The tasks of teaching and studying the discipline are: 

- acquaintance of students with the basic concepts of the information society; 

- formation of an idea about the main processes in modern culture, as well as the features of the 

development of information culture in the Republic of Belarus. 

In the process of studying the specialized elective module "Culture of the Information Society", students 

should know: 

- basic concepts related to the culture of the information society; 

- key features of the information society; 

- fundamentals of the global information infrastructure; 

- trends in the development of the information society in the Republic of Belarus. 

be able to: 

- characterize the culture of modernity, based on inclusion in the information society; 

- analyze the role of culture in human life; 

- analyze the features of modern cultural changes in the Republic of Belarus and the global information 

space. 



own: 

- own cultural terminology; 

- possess research skills, creative approach; 

- own methods of comparative and socio-cultural analysis; 

- have independent work skills 

3 Formed competencies 

UС-9. Have a modern worldview based on humanistic ideas and principles of activity; be able to 

justify their worldview and social position, to make meaningful value choices. UC-10. Be able to analyze 

the manifestation of the historical diversity of cultures in their historical and contemporary aspects. UC-

11. Have the knowledge, skills and abilities to analyze the main problems of interaction between society 

and nature and the ability to solve practical issues of their sustainable interdependent development 

 4. Requirements and forms of current and intermediate certification. 

Current assessment 

- paper defense 

- oral questioning 

intermediate attestation 

- credit. 


